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RBI measures providing lifeline to NBFCs, HFCs, MFIs 

RBI today announced measures to address concerns related to NBFCs and 

HFCs. A slew of measures to address liquidity and asset quality – NPA 

recognition and provisions were unleashed: 

 Given the moratorium announced by RBI, NBFCs were staring at liquidity 

issues in near term. To address this, RBI announced targeted long term 

repo (TLTRO) of | 50,000 crore, with 50% allocation to be invested in 

small and mid-sized NBFC, HFCs. Further, all-India financial institutions 

have been equipped with special refinance facility of | 50,000 crore (| 

25,000 crore to Nabard, | 10,000 crore to NHB and | 15,000 crore to 

Sidbi) to cater to sectoral demand. Advances under this facility will be 

charged at RBI’s policy repo rate to provide refinance at reasonable cost 

 Delay in date of commencement for commercial operations (DCCO) 

related to commercial real estate was allowed to be extended by a year 

by banks. However, now similar treatment has been extended to NBFCs, 

which acts as a breather for HFCs, especially players with substantial 

exposure to CRE. For NBFCs, board based allowable relaxations under 

Ind-AS remains a positive 

 To induce banks to pedal on higher disbursement, RBI has also lowered 

reverse repo by ~25 bps to 3.75% as LAF window was receiving over | 

4 lakh crore (net). This is likely to restart lending by banks to slightly 

riskier portfolios and shun extreme risk averse behaviour 

 Most important - asset classification of standard assets utilising 

moratorium to remain standstill and be excluded from 90 days norms 

(March 1, 2020 to May 31, 2020). All accounts as on February 29 to 

include SMA 1 & 2. Hence, this provides substantial relief to banks on 

NPA recognition and is seen benefiting borrowers, especially MSMEs 

 Banks have to maintain additional 10% provision on such standstill 

accounts over the next two quarters (5% in Q4FY20, 5% in Q1FY21E), 

remains a near term overhang. However, such provisions can be 

adjusted against provision requirement for slippage requirement ahead 

 Other highlights include prohibition for scheduled commercial banks to 

pay dividend for FY20. The same is to be reviewed in Q2FY21. For banks, 

liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) has been lowered from 100% to 80%. It 

will be ramped up in a phased manner at 90% by October 1, 2020 and 

100% by FY22E 

 NBFCs are expected to benefit from Ministry of Home Affairs allowing 

opening of offices and branches with limited capacity from April 20, 

2020. This is positive for NBFCs as business operations can kick start 

and collections effort can be revived. MFIs (Bandhan, NBFCs in 

consumer, auto, rural areas like Bajaj Finance, M&M Finance, STFC, etc 

to benefit 
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 Post demonetisation (FY17), which led to a sharp reduction in business 

activity and IL&FS default (September 2019) that resulted in a risk-averse 

lending environment, current shutdown led by Covid-19 poses severe 

liquidity and asset quality risk not seen in past in financial services. 

Measures undertaken by RBI, addresses most of the concerns faced by 

banks and NBFCs both on liquidity as well as business activities. 

Therefore, these measures remain positive, especially for NBFCs, HFCs, 

MFI. Players like JM Financial, Piramal Enterprise and Edelweiss with 

substantial exposure to real estate developers. Direct MFIs and MFI 

exposed Bandhan Bank and IndusInd Bank are expected to see some 

relief. Auto financiers, STFC, Mahindra Finance, Chola, etc, are expected 

to also benefit. Banks are beneficiaries of 90 day DPD freeze during 

moratorium while 10% provisions would impact P&L. Pace of recovery 

and repayments post lifting of moratorium remains would be watched 

 

Exhibit 1: Measures taken by RBI 

Measures announced by RBI Impact Stocks impacted/ benefitted

RBI would undertake TLTRO worth | 50000 crore of

which 50% of funds will be invested in mid sized &

small NBFCs and MFIs. RBI has held that the

investment has to be made within a month of availment

and would be classified as HTM

This move remains beneficial for NBFCs,

addressing liquidity pressure faced by

lenders amid shutdown and asset liability

mismatch led by moratorium

NBFCs including MMFS, Chola Finance, Shriram

Transport Finance, AB Capital; MFI like

Spandana Spoorty, Arman Financial, and smaller

HFCs

Total | 50000 crore of special finance facility would be

provided to Nabard (|25000 crore) , Sidbi (|15000 crore)

and NHB (|10000 crore) 

This will entail liqudiity to NBFCs at

reasonable cost of funds as the refinance is

availed at repo rate

NBFCs including MMFS, Chola Finance, Shriram

Transport Finance, AB Capital; MFI like

Spandana Spoorty, Arman Financial and smaller

HFCs

RBI has reduced LCR requirement from 100% to 80%.

This reduction would be implemented in a phased

manner wherein LCR would be restorted to 90% by

October 1, 2020 and 100% by April 1, 2021

Reduction in LCR will provide near term

breather to banks to focus on lending

activities

Private banks including IndusInd Bank, RBL

Bank, Axis Bank, Kotak Bank and PSU banks

like SBI and BoB

Moratorium period would not come under 90 day rule for 

NPA classification. However, RBI has also added that

banks will also have to keep additional 10% provisioning

on standtill accounts in two quarters i.e 5% in Q4FY20

and 5% in Q1FY21

With this move, accounts classified as SMA

1 and SMA 2 as of February 29, 2020, will

remain standstill for 90 days i.e till May 31,

2020 from the point of view of asset

classification. Though this provides breather

on asset quality, additional provision of 10%

is seen to impact earnings. Banks offering

moratorium to substantial accounts,

particularly PSU banks, is seen witnessing

elevated provision in near term. Regional

private banks, with substantial exposure to

MSME segment, are also anticipated to

witness higher case of deferment and

thereby additional provision

PSU banks including SBI and regional private

banks with substantial exposure including

Federal Bank, DCB Bank and City Union Bank to

witness higher deferral and thus elevated

provision in near term

Delay in date of commencement for commercial

operations (DCCO) related to commercial real estate

was allowed to be extended by a year by banks.

However, now similar treatment has been extended to

NBFCs, which acts as a breather for HFCs, especially

players with substantial exposure to CRE

Emergence of Covid-19 and related

shutdown impacted commercial estate

segment and thereby put NBFCs with

substantial exposure staring at asset quality

risk. However, this move places NBFCs

along with banks, providing them respite

from asset quality shock in near term 

JM Financial, Piramal Enterprise, PNB HF, LIC

HF

RBI has clarified that SCBs & NBFCs would have make

additional 20% provisioning in case large accounts

remain default for more than 210 days

Provides additional time for large exposure

under resolution, which provides near term

breather for banks, though additional

provision of 20% to keep credit cost elevated

and impact earnings

PSU banks including SBI, BoB, PNB etc and

private banks like Axis Bank, IndusInd Bank,

RBL Bank
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